Aesthetically Functional
Delivering the complete, easy and specific workstation
offerings that provides space efficient space planning
options, high-performance capabilities at price value point
complete with contemporary aesthetic look and function.

Vibe
Every spaces
in Office
Companies these days are
looking toward workplaces
that provide creative freedom
and optimized results. The
design of the workspace
impacts performance,
employee engagement and
innovation.

Axiz

Style

From a single table to
clustered workstation to
training room, the flexibility
offered by Vibe, Axiz and
X_cept makes an impeccable,
professional impression and
workspace function within
any budget.

Sleek

X_cept
Practical

F

Meeting
& Conference

E

Simple but highly practical
elements aim to inspire an
interactive workgroup
environment

Straight

Angle

Manager Office

Practical
Solutions

Area designated for the manager
within office space. Components are
nobler, and dignified. Yet they still
work for you in the service of comfort,
functionality and mobility

Vibe

A Bench

B L shape

Functional and linear structure
|enables easy configurations for
shared working areas.

Desking solution that
allows individual to
work as a team with
enough privacy to
work individually
uninterrupted.

Designed to meet current
and future workplace needs.
The unique and practical leg
structure provide stylish,
cost-effective and user
focused workplace office
solutions.

E

A

Axiz

B

Xcept

G Training
Training table that can be
customized to the shape and size
required by the office layout. Stylish
and flexible table that is available in
various designs and finishes.

Shared structure

Vibe

D

C Free Standing

D 120 degree

Xcept

Office system that offers modern
styling and sophisticated
personalization details for next
generation’s offices.

Turnbox & Cable riser

F
C
Customer Service

G

Large meeting table

a warm dramatic ambience created
in simple and well defined service desk

Conference set
Mobile

Screen Holder
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